ABSTRACT
This disaster complexity case study examines Spain's deadliest train derailment that occurred on July 24, 2013 on the outskirts of Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain. Train derailments are typically survivable. However, in this case, human error was a primary factor as the train driver powered the Alvia train into a left curve at more than twice the posted speed. All 13 cars came off the rails with many of the carriages careening into a concrete barrier lining the curve, leading to exceptional mortality and injury. Among the 224 train occupants, 80 (36%) were killed and all of the remaining 144 (4%) were injured. The official investigative report determined that this crash was completely preventable.

This case study was created by assembling a team of expert co-authors, including a mechanical engineer who is a renowned authority on transportation disasters, a trauma surgeon who directs a vehicle crash research center, and a team of disaster psychologists from Spain, rounded off by specialists in disaster health and complexity sciences. The complementary vantage points of these subject matter experts were blended together to reconstruct the cascading sequence of harmful events that took place. First, the engineer's perspective describes the mechanics of derailment and details the destructive demise of the train. Second, the surgeon tells how the passengers sustained deadly and injurious medical trauma as the carriages overturned, collided, and skidded along the retaining wall. Third, a team of Spanish disaster psychologists who respond to national emergencies explains the rippling psychosocial consequences that expand to affect the train crash survivors, the family members of the injured and deceased, the rescue personnel, the local population, and the citizens of Spain.

This case study presents an interesting contrast to the official crash investigation. Employing simplicity thinking and linear logic, the official findings and the judicial rulings determined that the train driver was "exclusively" responsible for the crash. The analysis presented here applies complex systems thinking both upstream and downstream from the moment of the crash. The expert contributions tell the downstream sequence that began as the train entered the curve at excessive speed: derailment, train rollover and destruction, occupant death and injury, and psychological trauma and loss. Upstream, it was possible to identify a broader lattice-work of causal factors. This upstream component is particularly useful when searching for a more comprehensive set of preventive interventions.
that think beyond, supersede, or override human error. Implications for disaster prevention and preparedness are discussed.

**Disaster synopsis**

At 8:41 PM on the evening of July 24, 2013, an Alvia hybrid high-speed train (Fig. 1), en route from Madrid to Ferrol, Spain, was traveling at 195 km/h (121 mph), and failed to decelerate to negotiate a sharp left curve, with a posted speed of 80 km/h (50 mph), while passing by the hamlet of Angrois, on approach to Santiago de Compostela.1-6 The entire train - all 13 carriages, including locomotives fore and aft - toppled from the rails (Fig. 2). Multiple cars fell over onto their right sides, skidding with forward momentum as their roofs scraped against an imposing concrete wall erected along the curved tracks. Several passenger coaches went airborne and both a generator car and a passenger coach caught fire.

The train was a member of the Alvia fleet, operated by Spain’s national railway network, “RENFE” (Red Nacional de los Ferrocarriles Españoles). Although automated accident prevention systems for slowing a speeding train are available throughout many portions of Spain’s extensive rail system, this safeguard (the Level 2 European Rail Traffic Management System, “ERTMS”) was not available along the curve where the crash occurred.1,7,8

The accident resulted in medical trauma of uncommon severity, especially for a train derailment.9 Among the 224 occupants, all were either killed (80) or injured (144),2,3 including 140 injured survivors who required medical or surgical treatment. No one escaped alive and unharmed. This was Spain’s deadliest rail crash and the first fatality incident since the introduction of the high-speed rail system in 1992.10

The derailment occurred on the eve of the Feast of St. James the Apostle, a Spanish national holiday, when thousands of visitors, including pilgrims completing the Walk of St. James (El Camino de Santiago), assemble at the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela to honor the Saint. The train was full with passengers traveling to visit their homes and attend this venerated annual observance that coincides with the peak of the summer holiday season.

Weather and track conditions were optimal and did not contribute to the accident. Visibility was clear. The
train was moving along level track so terrain was not a factor. Crash investigators determined that signals and train driver alerts were operational.2

The train driver’s attention was distracted by repeated mobile phone calls from the railway’s inspector in charge of the rail line leading into Santiago de Compostela.1-3 The last of these calls lasted 1 minute and 42 seconds, sufficient time for the train to travel more than 5.5 km and emerge from the final tunnel before the curve. Just as he terminated the call, the train driver, Mr. Francisco Garzón Amo, realized that the train was entering the arc of the “A Grandeira” curve at high velocity. Prior to that moment, he had failed to heed three separate alerts indicating that the train was traveling at excessive speed. In the final seconds, he attempted to apply the brakes but it was too late to avoid the crash. The train vaulted from the rails at 179 km/h (111 mph).1-3

Of particular interest is the interplay among the event-specific train crash hazards, the severe and deadly medical injuries sustained by the train occupants, and the psychological experiences of trauma and loss. Psychological impacts were related to the degree of physical proximity and social connection to the event and the volume of media exposure.

Authoring the case study

This case study was developed by purposefully assembling an event-specific expert author team. The saga of the Santiago de Compostela train crash was reconstructed from the complementary vantage points of international experts in transportation engineering, crash injury research, biomechanics, disaster and trauma psychology, complexity sciences, and disaster health. Critical to the process was the involvement of a team of disaster psychologists from Spain. The author contributions have been sequenced to provide a cohesive description of the disaster in a manner that illustrates the complex risks and cascading consequences. This approach to authorship enlarged the discussion by inviting trans-disciplinary expertise onboard a single publication.

Distinguishing features of the Santiago de Compostela train derailment

In the taxonomy of extreme events, this incident can be classified as a non-intentional, human-generated (anthropogenic) technological/transportation disaster.11,12 The Santiago de Compostela passenger train derailment was selected as a disaster complexity case study because this event clearly illustrates both the “upstream” pre-crash risk landscape and the “downstream” cascades of harm that began at the moment of derailment.13-19 This transportation disaster was also chosen for ease of story-telling because it was a discrete incident that was bounded in time and place.

Distinguishing features of this disaster included: human error as a primary contributor to a preventable event, absence of automated safety engineering to slow the speeding train, excessive velocity, extreme wreckage, and co-occurring medical and psychological trauma (Table 1). The observed 100% rate of death or injury as an outcome of a train derailment represents a true anomaly in the history of rail crashes.9 The psychological effects were most acute for the crash survivors but extended outward to encompass the family members of the injured and deceased; the professional rescue and hospital personnel who performed a tactical mass casualty response under duress; and the heroic community volunteers from the village of Angrois (where the train derailed) who were first on-scene to offer assistance. The citizens of Santiago de Compostela were also strongly affected. The entire national population of Spain was initially barraged with graphic and potentially traumatizing media coverage at the time of the crash. Thereafter, the nation waited a full year for the completion and public release of the investigative report, followed by another year before the criminal charges were announced. The trial is still pending.

The official story: the train driver was “exclusively” responsible

Consensus was evident. The dominant media stories at the time of the incident, the Spanish Ministry of Development’s investigative report, and the judge’s rulings all place blame squarely and solely on the train driver.

July 2013 media accounts

In the immediate aftermath, the “breaking news” storyline that was carried in the media was straightforward: the train driver’s attention was distracted as he talked on his phone and he failed to slow the speeding train as it approached a sharp curve. The entire train derailed, killing or injuring all train occupants, and the driver was likely to be charged with a capital
crime. This made-for-media depiction contained the elements of a preventable tragedy, victims to mourn, a villain to blame, and a search for justice.

July 2014 Railway Accident Investigation Commission investigative report

One year after the date of the crash, the initial media stories were echoed, in substance and simplicity, when Spain’s Railway Accident Investigation Commission (CIAF), Ministry of Development, released its official report. The CIAF report described the Santiago de Compostela crash as completely preventable.

The 266-page document opens with a terse distillate of the event: the crash was due to excessive speed that caused the train to derail on a sharp curve.1 The driver was engaged in a conversation with the track agent using the company’s mobile phone and he failed to attend to his driving duties as the train sped toward Santiago de Compostela, several minutes behind schedule. The driver was cited for breaches of protocol for failing to brake the train safely and was reported to face criminal charges including one count of “homicide by professional recklessness” for each fatality.20

Consistent with placing primary blame on train driver error, the CIAF report prescribed a series of engineering modifications and administrative processes to prevent future incidents, primarily by diminishing the chances for human negligence as a precipitating factor.1 Suggested remedies included posting speed limit signs, implementing audio and video surveillance inside the driver’s cab, developing secure communication systems that decrease the chances for driver distraction, establishing committees to identify potential crash risks, and installing automated speed reduction equipment along more sections of the national railways.

October 2015 judicial ruling

On October 6, 2015, the train driver, Mr. Garzón Amo, was formally charged. The case against him as the culpable party whose negligence caused the derailment was released publicly in a 22-page judicial ruling.2,3 Concluding the two-year investigation, a judge charged the driver with 80 counts of reckless manslaughter, one charge for each death, and 144 counts of reckless injury. Mr. Garzón Amo will stand trial. The judge’s case both references and resembles the CIAF findings, rendered in concise legal prose and condensed into 22 pages.

The ruling outlined the judicial case that the crash was caused by excessive speed and that Mr. Garzón Amo, described as a veteran engineer who had personally driven this route, round-trip, on 59 previous occasions, bears “exclusive” responsibility for the deadly derailment.2,3 Alternative foci for blame were mentioned, including the absence of an automated ERTMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Distinguishing Features of the Santiago de Compostela Train Derailment Galicia, Spain, July 24, 2013.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defining characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Deadliest rail crash in Spain’s history (80 deaths)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 One of the deadliest train derailment accidents in world history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 First fatality crash involving Spain’s high-speed rail system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Derailment of a fully-operational train traveling under optimal conditions (good weather, visibility, and track conditions; no other trains in the vicinity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Derailment due to excessive speed on a curve (more than twice the posted speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-generated component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Official government determination: completely preventable disaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Official government determination: Train driver was distracted, talking on the company cell phone, and failed to slow the train</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Official government position: the train driver bears “exclusive” responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Judicial rulings: Train driver charged with 80 counts of reckless manslaughter and 144 counts of reckless injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional rates of death and injury for a train derailment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Death or injury for 100%: 224 of 224 occupants were either killed or injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 High mortality rate (36.0%): 80 of 224 occupants died in the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 High injury rate (64.0%): 144 of 224 occupants survived; all 144 were injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important system safeguards were not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 The Level 2 European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) accident prevention systems for automatically slowing a speeding train were not activated on the curve where the train derailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Driver was distracted by a company cell phone call from railway controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Official government investigation downplayed systemic contributions to risk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
safety system on the A Grandeira curve, but their importance is systematically discounted. In addition to charges stemming from the crash-associated mortality and morbidity, the cost estimate for damages to track and railway infrastructure was placed at €1.4 million. No cost estimate was provided for the destruction of the 13-car Alvia train (RENFE Class 130 manufactured by Bombardier Transportation, Germany).

**Simplicity thinking and linear logic**

There is considerable appeal to the simple and consistent story that was told in multiple installments delivered at one-year intervals. The real-time media accounts at the time of the crash in 2013,4-7,10,20-22 the CIAF investigative report in 2014,1 and the judicial rulings in 2015,2,3 all fault the driver as “exclusively” responsible for the derailment. In each case, the media reporters, the CIAF investigators, and the judge who filed the ruling, all employed “linear logic.”

When diagrammed, the elements literally “line up” – driver inattention, excessive speed, derailment and crash, catastrophic destruction of the train, and fatal or injurious medical trauma (Fig. 3). Consistent with the linear logic employed, the proposed solutions focus on increasing the surveillance and supervision of train drivers.

The simple story creates a package that is clear, concise, and aligns well with a disaster episode that was so tightly constrained in time and place.

**Time**

The Santiago de Compostela derailment happened very fast. Once off the tracks, frictional forces rapidly brought the derailed train cars to complete standstill in a matter of several seconds.

**Place**

Trains glide along rails, coupled together, at least until they derail. The physical destruction of the 13-car Alvia train was geographically limited to the immediate vicinity of the A Grandeira curve, a half-kilometer-long semicircle of track (Fig. 4). The derailing train collided with a reinforced concrete wall that restricted the scattering of the wreckage and prevented the coaches from tumbling into nearby residential neighborhoods.

Captured on film by a trackside closed-circuit camera, the brief duration and the circumscribed physical footprint can be visually confirmed.23 These particular realities of the event are amenable to description in a simple manner.

Simplicity is also reflected in the fact that the CIAF report and judicial rulings present almost no information regarding the human health and societal consequences of the crash. Apart from tabulating the numbers of passengers who were killed or injured – the basis for bringing charges – no detail was presented on the patterns of mortality and injury. No mention was made of psychological trauma, loss, grief, and bereavement experienced by passengers who were injured but survived, and the family members of surviving and the deceased train occupants. Psychosocial effects on the community of Angrois, the city of Santiago de Compostela, or the larger citizenry of Spain were beyond the scope of inquiry. It is important to note that no other ministry or government agency examined the health and social impacts of the train crash.

**Dissenting viewpoints from the victims**

The surviving passengers, and the family members of the train occupants (both those who lived and died),
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*[Figure 3. Simplicity thinking and linear causation: Santiago de Compostela train edrailment, Galicia, Spain, July 24, 2013.]*
do not subscribe to the government’s official version of the crash saga. They have come together, creating an organization (Asociación de Perjudicados por el Accidente Ferroviario del Alvia de Santiago de Compostela - APAFAS) to share information and advocate for a just settlement (http://www.apafas.es). Upon the release of the 2015 judicial rulings, APAFAS President González Rabadán wrote a letter to Justice Alberto Ruiz Gallardón, expressing the victims’ consensus that, “the unique cause was not the train driver.”

The victims are distressed and vocal about the official conclusions. Indeed, the CIAF report is limited in scope and is understandably restricted by the agency’s purview and agenda.¹ One potential motive for concluding that the driver is solely to blame, as raised by the victims, may have been to deflect blame away from the national railway system. As noted, the CIAF report carefully aligns the evidence and constructs a detailed case to establish the centrality of human error and the culpability of the train driver. The judicial rulings follow suit.

These dissenting viewpoints of the victims and their advocates have legal and liability implications that are beyond the scope of this paper. However, from the standpoint of considering the cascade of consequences it is important to mention here that psychological issues of importance include the prolonged secondary victimization that occurs when investigations and legal proceedings take years to conclude. The Santiago de Compostela tragedy remains vivid in the minds of victims, and unresolved. Victims and their family members have experienced life-changing injuries, loss of loved ones who were killed in the derailment, and psychological distress and disorders. Their search for “justice” and acknowledgment of the harm they have sustained has strong psychological overtones.

**Complex systems thinking and non-linear causation**

While the train derailment appears simple on the surface, there is more to the story. Neither the CIAF report nor the judicial rulings contemplate interacting risks or cascading consequences. The structure of these reports represents the antithesis of complex systems thinking.¹⁻³ The apparent simplicity of what transpired, as conveyed in the government’s case, belies the underlying complexity. As with most disasters, there is rarely a singular cause.

The analysis presented hereafter provides an alternative perspective on the Santiago de Compostela train derailment. Disasters occur in the context of a complex risk “landscape” leading to “cascades” of consequences when a disaster strikes and extending into the aftermath. As a disaster event unfolds, situations frequently go from bad to worse, sometimes in the blink of an eye. The event gains momentum. Hazards compound¹³,¹⁴ and negative consequences proliferate and amplify the harm sustained by disaster-affected citizens and their communities. This is because many disasters, including this train derailment, evolve from the interactions among multiple, interdependent risks.¹⁵⁻¹⁹
The current analysis applies complex systems thinking in two directions. First, a “downstream” examination of the disaster consequence cascade focuses on the expanding ripples of harm to individual and population health from the moment of derailment forward. Second, we then move back “upstream” to take a broader look at the pre-crash risk landscape in search of possible points of intervention. Dissecting the tragedy on the tracks leading into Santiago de Compostela at a finer level of detail -- both downstream and upstream -- may provide additional clues for how to prevent a future reenactment of the horrifyingly damaging crash that occurred on the eve of the Festival of St. James, July 24, 2013.

**Looking downstream: a cascade of disaster consequences**

In the case of a train derailment, there is a literal “tipping point” as the train loses contact with the rails. When this happens, a cascade of outcomes unfolds rapidly and unstoppably. The Santiago de Compostela derailment presents a useful case study for examining the interrelationships among 1) train crash mechanics, 2) medical injury, and 3) multiple levels of psychosocial consequences (Fig. 5). This extensive “downstream” exploration of disaster consequence “cascades” is provided by a succession of our expert co-authors: explaining how trains crash, describing mechanisms of passenger injury in a rollover derailment, and defining how physical harm translates into psychological distress and disorders.

**How trains crash**

Railway crash expert, Dr. George Bibel, provides the explanation of how trains crash, with specific applications to the derailment that occurred near Santiago de Compostela. Train crashes still occur more or less the same way they did 100 years ago: they collide or derail (fly off the tracks). While most train collisions result from human error, train derailments are usually
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Figure 5. Complex systems thinking: Downstream cascade of disaster consequences: derailment, damages, medical trauma, psychosocial consequences. Santiago de Compostela Train Derailment, Galicia, Spain, July 24, 2013.
related to equipment failure (e.g. damaged or shifted track; broken wheels, axles, or bearings), shifted load, or environmental factors such as high winds or rock slides. As the rare exception, the Santiago de Compostela tragedy involved the derailment of a fully-functional train that was traveling in daylight, on the level, with optimal weather and track conditions. A single passenger train was involved so no collision occurred.

Passenger trains are protected from overturning on a curve by the driver’s attentiveness and a healthy margin of error between the (lower) posted speed limit and the (higher) overturning speed. Many railways have installed electronic speed-monitoring devices that automatically intervene to slow a train that is traveling at excessive speed while approaching a tight curve (such as the ERTMS system previously described). Although RENFE has proactively installed such devices along many segments of Spain’s national railway system, unfortunately such protections were not implemented along the A Grandeira curve.

Most derailments are surprisingly survivable, even at high speed and few result in high fatality rates. Deadly exceptions tend to be memorable incidents such as when a train plummets off a mountain pass or plummets into water, resulting in significant loss of life. The 2013 crash of the Alvia express train on approach to Santiago de Compostela was especially deadly (36% fatality rate) and injurious (6% injury rate, representing 100% of those who were not killed) because the derailment occurred at high speed along the A Grandeira curve, whose entire outer perimeter is bordered by an imposing concrete retaining wall. Unable to hold the tracks at high speed, the inertial forces slammed the train into this immovable barrier. The forward momentum caused some of the derailing train cars to skid along the wall, as the car siding was ripped, sheared, and peeled by the extreme impact forces. The fact that derailment occurred while the train was traveling at high velocity in an arc around a tight left curve created extreme overturning loads that caused some of the cars to twist and violently tip over (Table 2).

The symmetrical 13-car Alvia configuration contributed to the severity of outcomes (Fig. 1). Front to back, the train was composed of a forward locomotive (“power car”) coupled to an electric generator car (that includes passenger seating), followed by a set of eight passenger carriages (or “coaches”) and one dining car, and finally a trailing, rear-facing generator car and locomotive. While the passenger coaches are relatively short and light, the locomotive and generator cars fore and aft are larger, longer, and heavier.

A track-side closed-circuit television camera captured the derailment on video. During the crash, the forward power car toppled from the tracks and slithered savagely along the ground on its right side, its roof grazing the retaining wall. As this engine and its generator car slid to a halt, the rear of the train maintained its forward momentum. Lighter-weight passenger carriages, located between the heavier locomotives at either end of the train, were compressed. The momentum of the rear power/generator cars had the potential to cause passenger carriages to collapse in an accordion-like fashion and smash into each other sideways, possibly crushing the passengers. The camera showed the second or third car behind the locomotive coming off the tracks and slamming into the front of the concrete abutment alongside the tracks, apparently the most violent component of this accident. Consistent with this description, the rear generator and power cars were the last two cars to derail and come to rest (Fig. 6).

Several passenger carriages overturned, wedged upward, and even went airborne (Fig. 6). During a train crash, if adjacent cars are jammed together, end-to-end, the front of the trailing car does not typically impact uniformly into the back of preceding car. Instead, the impact is somewhat misaligned for a variety of reasons. This causes the stronger undercarriage of the impacting car to ride up onto the undercarriage of the impacted car and slice through the weaker sidewalls. The impacted car crushes and forms a ramp that may catapult the impacting car upward, sending it airborne for a distance before crashing into other derailed cars, as occurred in Santiago de Compostela. All of these elements of train destruction happened, start-to-finish, and literally, front-to-back, within the span of about eight seconds. As described by Dr. Bibel, the derailment triggered a complex process involving rotational forces in the tumbling carriages, mechanical interactions among the coupled cars, and a jangling collision of metal against an immovable concrete barrier.

How passengers are injured in a train derailment

Trauma surgeon, Dr. Carl Schulman, Director of the William Lehman Injury Research Center at the University of Miami Miller School of Medicine’s Ryder Trauma Center and his colleague, George Bahouth,
Founder of Impact Research LLC, an expert in crash biomechanics, describe how medical trauma occurs in a rollover accident.

Most transportation injury research is dedicated to the understanding of the biomechanics and injury patterns in passenger vehicle crashes.24-27 There are well-founded relationships between common crash configurations occurring in the real world that provide the context for discussion of the mechanisms of injury during passenger train crashes.
During a train crash - collision or derailment - loss of “livable volume” is the most dangerous condition for train occupants.\(^9\) Research conducted at the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center focused on the secondary impact for train collision passengers and the various interventions for preventing head and chest trauma.\(^{28}\) In frontal train-to-train collisions, the telescoping of adjacent cars compresses the available livable space. Head and chest traumas are especially common, with passengers striking a seat, table, or object located directly in front of them.\(^{9,28,29}\) In contrast, train derailment produces a different pattern of injuries from that seen in a train collision, according to the limited research on derailment incidents.\(^{9,28,29}\)

Lessons learned from the investigation of motor vehicle accidents can be extrapolated to train crash scenarios. The types and severities of injuries sustained in rollover automobile crashes vary based on occupant restraint status, airbag deployment, roof strength, and crash severity. Digges and colleagues...
studied the various injury patterns in rollovers in relation to crash severity and established that unbelted— and non-ejected—occupants typically experience multiple injuries to the same body region and organs.\textsuperscript{25,26} For occupants who remain within the vehicle during rollover, the majority of the “serious” injuries, classified on the “Abbreviated Injury Scale” as severity level 3,\textsuperscript{30} involve extremities, followed by head, trunk and spine. The majority of the “critical” and “severe” injuries (severity levels 4 and 5) involve the head, followed by the trunk and spine. While some passenger car rollover crashes occur with a high roll rate about the vehicle’s longitudinal (roll) axis, most rollover events are relatively slow, similar to what was observed in the Santiago de Compostela train derailment (Fig. 7).

Train crash injuries frequently result from impact with interior surfaces not designed for occupant contact. Furthermore, these injuries are exacerbated during a “farside roll”, where the first quarter turn of the rollover occurs on the side of the vehicle opposite from where occupants are seated. In the case of the Santiago de Compostela crash, the curve was to the left. While negotiating the curve at high speed, the left wheels lost contact first as the coaches pivoted upward on their right wheels and rolled over the right rail, landing on their sides (Fig. 8). Unrestrained occupants seated on the left sides of the passenger carriages were at highest risk for becoming human projectiles as they were flung across the vehicle during the rollover.

Secondary impacts are also problematic. That is, after first slamming against a solid surface inside the passenger carriage, the occupants continue to spin and tumble. The human body is oblong in shape and, much like a football, will “bounce” in an unpredictable manner when hurled about the passenger compartment. During the crash, flailing passengers, perhaps rendered unconscious after being launched across the compartment or colliding with a hard object, may have sustained repeated head and neck injuries, fallen out of windows, or been speared by a protruding object. Luggage that had been placed untethered on overhead racks became airborne and dangerous.

Some train crashes, including the Santiago de Compostela derailment, involve multiple cars that impact each other before and after derailment. Research reveals that multiple-car rollover crashes have double the injury rate compared with single-car rollovers. Moreover, vehicle crash physics indicates that injury severity is a function of the train’s initial speed and the rate of change in velocity occurring during extreme deceleration as the speeding train comes abruptly to a halt. High-speed trains travel at higher than normal automobile velocities so medical trauma severity is increased. In this case the derailment speed was 179 km/h (111 mph). Additionally,
it has been shown, as occurred in the Santiago de Compostela crash, that the impact of the train against a fixed object (the concrete retaining wall) magnifies the risk and lethality of injury.

Recent technological advances have created engineering systems to override the train driver’s control when a speeding train is exceeding a safe velocity. Spain has deployed the ERTMS along many segments of its extensive rail system. Had ERTMS been available along the approach to the A Grandeira curve, this tragedy might have been averted.8 Unfortunately, the section of track at the accident site did not have ERTMS installed and activated. Instead, the older-generation signaling system notified the train driver that he was approaching a restricted speed zone, but could not “commandeer” the speed controls.

Vehicle crash research has recently incorporated the design of safer seating configurations and interior passenger environments, including improvements to occupant restraint systems, for the purpose of reducing fatal head and chest injuries during collision or derailment. The design concept of compartmentalization, or arranging seats or restraining barriers to form a protection zone around occupants, can be as effective as lap belts for minimizing fatalities.

**How physical harm and a community disaster translate into psychological distress and disorder**

Three Spanish disaster psychologists, Drs. Maria Paz Garcia-Vera, Clara Gesteira Santos, and Jesús Sanz Fernández from the Universidad Complutense de Madrid, provide the in-country, on-scene perspective. Physical and psychological harm interact in an iterative, reciprocal fashion. For some disaster survivors, the combination of physical and psychological trauma magnifies the risk of progression to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and depression. Intensity of psychological trauma exposure is a strong predictor of acute distress during disaster impact and progression to PTSD or depression in the aftermath.31-35 For direct victims, the severity of exposure to the traumatizing event, the perception of threat to life, the loss of loved ones, and the experience of personal physical injury represent powerful and interacting determinants of adverse psychological outcomes.31-34 Research also indicates that PTSD rates vary in relation to both severity of exposure and social connectedness to the victims (Table 3).31-34,36,37

**Elevated psychological risks in anthropogenic events**

Systematic reviews have indicated that, particularly in developed nations, prevalence rates for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are higher for human-caused (“anthropogenic”) disasters than for natural disasters.31,33,34 The Santiago de Compostela train crash was a human-generated event and it was officially alleged that human error (a distracted driver) propelled human technology (a hurtling train) beyond the limits of performance, causing the derailment.1-3

However, the victims represented by APAFAS believe the rail system should also be held accountable for this anthropogenic disaster particularly for permitting calls from the controller to an on-duty train driver and for not installing and activating ERTMS on the sharp A Grandeira curve. They are angered by the official assertion that the train driver is “exclusively” responsible. APAFAS believes this to be a gross injustice that may be shielding the government from liability. These understandable reactions add to the psychological stress and distress experienced by direct victims and their family members.

**Injury-related distress and compounding risks for crash survivors**

There were 218 passengers and six railway staff onboard at the time of derailment. Railway personnel included two drivers, a controller, a security officer, and two cafeteria and customer service staff. All of these 224 occupants can be considered to be direct victims, including the 80 who were killed (78 passengers and the two cafeteria/service staff). All 144 survivors of the crash (140 passengers, two drivers, controller, and security officer) were physically injured with 140 of the injured requiring medical or surgical treatment.

Pain is a psychic stressor, and disaster-related physical injury is frequently a precursor to acute psychological distress with possible progression to common mental disorders.38,39 In fact, physical injury is an independent risk factor for psychopathology as underscored by active research on “injury-related distress” (IRD).40 Acute and chronic presentations of IRD include symptoms of posttraumatic stress, depression, anxiety, and pain.41,42 Assessment of IRD is recommended during the early phase of hospitalization for injury in anticipation of the potential for subsequent psychological effects.43
### Table 3. Psychological Stressors/Risk Factors by Subpopulation of Affected Persons, Santiago de Compostela Train Derailment, Galicia, Spain, July 24, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subpopulation by Degree of Exposure</th>
<th>Estimated Number</th>
<th>Psychological Stressors Risk Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct victims: Passengers (78) and crew (2) who died in the train crash</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Not applicable: deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct victims: Passengers who survived the train crash</td>
<td>140 (all surviving passengers were injured)</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk Factors: Felt direct threat to life (fear of imminent death); Physical injury (including life-changing injury); Physical pain, disability, disfigurement; Witnessing serious injury to others; Witnessing death and dead bodies; Witnessing grotesque scenes, body parts; Entrapment or delayed rescue; Special stressors associated with: amputating injury, brain injury, head/facial injury, paralyzing injury; Loss of family member(s); Loss of close friend(s); Survivor guilt; Loss of functional capacities; Possible job loss due to injury; Financial impact of injury/rehabilitation/life change; Prolonged legal processes (secondary victimization); Human culpability (not exclusively the driver); Human negligence; Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew members who survived the crash</td>
<td>4 (all 4 surviving crew members were injured)</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: For crew: All of the above for injured passengers; Sense of personal guilt, culpability; Legal liability/criminal prosecution; Public perception of guilt of train driver; Official government report/judicial rulings blaming the train driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary family members of passengers killed in the crash</td>
<td>~300–400 (assume 4–5 primary family members for each of 80 deaths)</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Traumatic bereavement; Delayed notification of death of loved one; Stressors of body identification, traumatic memory; Premature loss of loved one(s); Financial consequences of loss of provider; Exposure to media coverage of the crash; Survivor guilt for those who survived but lost loved ones and/or friends; Legal processes (secondary victimization)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary family members of passengers injured in the crash</td>
<td>~500–700 (assume 4–5 primary family members for each of 143 surviving passengers)</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Witnessing severely injured family member; Witnessing life-changing injury, burn disfigurement, disability to family member; Witnessing the pain/discomfort during rehabilitation; Dealing with the stressors specific to type of injury (e.g. amputation, brain injury); Financial consequences of injury to family; Prolonged legal processes; Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional emergency rescue workers and hospital personnel</td>
<td>Hundreds</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Witnessing extreme harm on a mass scale; Witnessing severe injury to others; Witnessing severe harm to children; Witnessing mass death and dead bodies; Witnessing grotesque scenes, body parts; Inability to save some lives; Inability to rescue some trapped passengers; Sensory and occupational overwhelm; Being injured during the rescue (~50 rescuers); Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen emergency volunteers who came to scene</td>
<td>Hundreds</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Witnessing extreme harm on a mass scale; Witnessing severe injury to others; Witnessing severe harm to children; Witnessing mass death and dead bodies; Witnessing grotesque scenes, body parts; Inability to rescue/save some passengers; Sensory overwhelm; Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended family members and friends of the killed and injured</td>
<td>1,000s</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Premature loss of extended family members; Repeated exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens of the Angrois neighborhood and surroundings (Angrois-Canteiras-Ponte Marsan)</td>
<td>~200–300</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Witnessing extreme harm on a mass scale; Witnessing mass death and dead bodies; Witnessing grotesque scenes; Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens of Santiago de Compostela and nearby areas in Galicia</td>
<td>City population: 96,041</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Exposure to media coverage of the crash; Impact on Feast of St. James observance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens of Spain</td>
<td>National population: 47,129,783</td>
<td>Stressors/Risk factors: Exposure to media coverage of the crash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During disasters, injured survivors are subjected to physical and psychological trauma, a combination that confers elevated risk for PTSD. Zatzick determined that 10% to 40% of hospitalized injured adolescent and adult survivors develop symptoms compatible with a diagnosis of PTSD. Depression and medically-unexplained complaints are common co-morbidities.

The need for mental health treatment is particularly compelling for limb-loss victims whose risks for psychological impairment exceed those of other disaster survivors: 35% of traumatic limb loss survivors meet criteria for major depression. Limb-loss early in life predicts major depression and other mental disorders in subsequent years. Amputation following accidental injury is associated with increased PTSD prevalence. Achieving optimal reintegration for amputees requires a combination of effective prosthetics and multi-faceted treatment that encompasses physical, psychological, and social needs.

In addition to suffering varying degrees of physical injury, the 144 surviving occupants experienced other potentially traumatizing exposures. They shared the life-threatening environment with people around them in the same carriage, and, in many cases, with their own family members. Some who remained conscious...
witnessed the moment of death or severe harm to others, including loved ones. Their senses were confronted by an array of grotesque sights, sounds, and smells. Some were entrapped and required the assistance of rescue personnel to extricate them. Those with minor injuries assisted others in escaping from the mangled cars or providing support for the more critically wounded.

Taken together, many of the survivors experienced multiple risk factors for psychological distress and disorders including real and/or perceived threat to life, life-changing physical injury, pain, entrapment, immobilization, and delayed rescue.

Psychological impact extending to indirect victims
Disasters also create psychological repercussions for “indirect victims,” including family members and close friends of the direct victims, emergency professionals, volunteers, people living in close proximity to the scene, and the general population of the affected communities.31,69

Family members of crash casualties
Although news coverage of the crash was immediately broadcast internationally and the derailment was the top news story in Spain, notification of family members of the injured and deceased passengers was delayed until positive body identification could be made. Even as news of the accident was dominating the news cycles, the family members were forced to wait with agonizing uncertainty for information regarding the fate of their relatives: dead or alive, and if alive, whether their injuries were life-changing. For families of the 80 victims who died, many are likely to have experienced complicated grief or traumatic bereavement. These deaths were sudden, premature, and unanticipated.

Emergency personnel and local volunteer helpers
During the rescue phase of the response, emergency personnel worked long hours in hazardous conditions under high stress (Figs. 7, 9). Fifty rescuers were physically injured and all first responders were exposed to mass death and gruesome injury. Many rescue professionals and local volunteers assisted on-scene during the rescue phase for time periods ranging from several hours to several days.

Other professionals, including psychologists, forensics experts, and mortuary personnel who work with preservation and identification of human remains, had prolonged exposures to the crash scene, extending into the recovery phase (Fig. 10).

Local and national citizens of Spain
Citizens from the hamlet of Angrois rushed to the scene spontaneously to assist. Untrained, these volunteers
witnessed their neighborhood suddenly transformed by a mass casualty incident. In the following days, they also organized memorials for those who died (Fig. 11).

Extensive media coverage of the crash certainly elevated distress among the crash survivors and the family members and friends of occupants who were injured and killed. Focused, repetitious viewing of media coverage of a disaster or extreme event increases the probability of suffering acute distress and posttraumatic stress symptoms, even for those

**Figure 10.** Rescue and disaster mortuary personnel work with the cadavers of the deceased and the identification of human remains.

**Figure 11.** The community of Angrois provided volunteer support on the night of the crash and memorials for the train occupants who died.
who are only indirectly exposed to the event through the media.\textsuperscript{70,71} Although media coverage was most intense in Galicia, and most especially in Santiago de Compostela, the train crash was also the top news story throughout Spain for weeks. Stories included the somber visits of government officials and dignitaries who came to pay their respects.

**Looking upstream: examining the pre-crash risk landscape**

Having examined the cascade of downstream consequences once the derailment was in motion, including the total destruction of all 13 cars comprising the Alvia train, severe physical harm or death for all train occupants, and rippling psychosocial impacts for survivors, family members, rescuers, local communities, and the citizenry of Spain, it is worthwhile to consider whether and how this tragic derailment could have been prevented. What critical elements comprised the “risk landscape” that preceded the event? Based on these observations, what are the most important preventive interventions that can be implemented to forestall future deadly derailments?

Episodes of inattention and distracted driving will invariably happen again in the future as train drivers log hundreds of thousands of hours annually. The need for redundant safety systems is well established. Indeed, the absence of an activated ERTMS system on the A Grandeira curve to override driver error was noted immediately in the international press\textsuperscript{10} and reinforced in comments from the railway employees union in Spain’s national newspaper, El Pais, the day following the crash.\textsuperscript{72}

There was unanimous agreement in the press and all investigative reports that excess speed on a curve caused the train to overturn. This finding was self-evident; tipping over when taking a turn too fast and too tight on a wheeled vehicle is a universally understood childhood lesson. In this case, excess speed was related to driver distraction and failure to slow the train. Given the otherwise optimal conditions, had the driver been alert and focused, the derailment would not have occurred.

However, the risk landscape is a bit more complex. As noted by the victims’ advocacy organization, APAFAS, perhaps if railway personnel had not distracted the driver’s attention with multiple cellular calls during a critical part of the journey, the driver would have reacted to the speed alerts and averted the crash. Furthermore, even under the circumstance where the driver was not paying attention, an activated ERTMS system would have decelerated the train to a safe speed, and again, the tragedy would have been avoided.

Given the wide range of possible recommendations to address the multi-dimensional risk landscape, it is interesting to note that the official CIAF investigative report opted for a relatively limited set of remedies:\textsuperscript{1}

1. Mandate the posting of speed limit signs.
2. Reinforce established safety management system procedures.
3. Extend safety procedures to all railway companies via the National Railway Safety Authority.
4. Reestablish a Traffic Committee with representatives of all railway companies to analyze risks involving the lines, vehicles, and roadways.
5. Analyze route-specific risks when developing new rail lines.
6. Develop secure communication systems for train personnel that diminish risks for distraction.
7. Implement audio/video recording and surveillance of the driver’s cabin.
8. Integrate digital systems to allow for rapid reduction of train speed.

Rather than championing the creation of multiple layers of prevention, redundant safety systems, and a proactive safety culture, the solutions tend to focus on driver behavior. Missing from consideration are recommendations for improving safety features of the passenger compartments (e.g. installation of passenger restraint systems, better securement of luggage, etc.) and considering how to cushion potential impact points such as the concrete retaining wall along the A Grandeira curve that contributed significantly to the severity of the injuries (Fig. 12). Missing also are opportunities for public education on passenger safety precautions and how to survive a crash.

As an interesting counterpoint, another deadly train derailment occurred in the same month, July 2013; an unmanned runaway oil train rolled downhill over a distance of 11 km (7 miles), derailed on a curve in downtown Lac-Mégantic, Quebec, Canada, and erupted into an explosive inferno. Forty-seven townspeople were killed in the two-day conflagration. The crash investigation report\textsuperscript{73} and
policy analysis describe the complex intricacies of causation. The detailed analysis implicated all levels of oversight from national (Transport Canada), to the Montreal, Maine, & Atlantic Railway, to flawed locomotive maintenance, to inadequate “secure-ment” on the part of the engineer when the train was parked for the night. The report specified dozens of points for decreasing risks and effectively preventing future recurrences. The contrast between the crash investigation reports in Spain and Canada is noteworthy.

**Concluding comments**

The train derailment and crash near Santiago de Compostela happened so suddenly that within a span of just eight seconds, all 224 occupants onboard were injured, dead, or dying. This transportation disaster was officially declared to be a “preventable” tragedy with blame focused solely on train driver error.

Using a complex systems perspective, the anatomy of this extreme rail accident has been examined from multiple vantage points to better understand the mechanics of the crash, the translation of a train derailment (usually associated with minor injuries) into severe and deadly medical trauma, and the further transformation of the event into psychological impact for surviving train occupants, family members, emergency responders, local residents, and the national population. The disaster health consequences were more severe and pervasive than described in government accounts of the incident, particularly when considering the spectrum of socio-psychological effects. This presentation of the downstream disaster

---

**Figure 12.** Complex systems thinking: Upstream risk landscape to identify possible causal factors and points for future intervention.
consequence “cascade” relied upon the collaboration from experts in the areas of transportation disasters, medical crash trauma, disaster psychology, complexity sciences, and disaster health (Fig. 13).

When looking back upstream at the disaster risk landscape, it seems clear that this disaster was preventable - at multiple levels (Fig. 13). Had available protections been activated, including automated systems that can override driver error and slow a speeding train, it is possible that the accident could have been averted.

Crash investigators labeled this event to be wholly preventable, yet the derailment did occur with calamitous consequences. So, a fundamental question is how to actually prevent what is deemed to be preventable. The simplicity thinking and linear logic of the investigative reports and judicial rulings were compared with analyses based on complex systems thinking. The identification and implementation of future remedies for safeguarding rail passengers will be significantly different depending upon the perspectives brought to the decision process. Complexity thinking adds layers of protections.

A complementary finding is that when disasters do occur, the psychological ramifications greatly amplify the number of persons who are affected and the duration of significant health and mental health consequences. Currently, preparedness for psychological consequences tends to be omitted or receives low priority in the planning process. As part of future disaster planning, preparations should optimally include capabilities for early psychological assessment and support of direct victims - and first responders (a key element of “force protection”) - in the immediate aftermath, monitoring of persons who have sustained life-changing injuries or have lost a loved one or have experienced significant psychological trauma, and provision of evidence-based interventions for victims and family members whose symptoms progress to the level of diagnosable mental disorders.

As illustrated with this case study, the application of complex systems thinking may help guide disaster planners and risk reduction professionals in the selection of optimal prevention and preparedness measures.
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